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Both authors, based in Aarhus in Denmark, are pioneers and trainers in integrative Gestalt
practice (IGP). This book is a very comprehensive account of IGP, which brings to the
Gestalt approach a four-quadrant perspective from Ken Wilber’s integral model. The Gestalt
process is framed within a set of four quadrants that embrace inner experience and outer
observables, the individual and the collective. In this way IGP ensures that the practitioner
always considers the holistic character of the Gestalt field. Sonne and Tønnesvang
emphasise the word ‘practice’ in order to highlight that, although Gestalt is an approach in
psychotherapy, it is also applicable in areas such as supervision, coaching, organisations
and politics.
A criticism sometimes levelled at Gestalt therapy literature is that it can be theory-light;
however, this book is very thorough in its treatment of theory; indeed, sometimes in the first
chapters the book can feel a little heavy going because there is much to take in.
The first three chapters focus on different elements of Gestalt theory: namely the field,
organism and Gestalt process. The fourth is concerned with contact, awareness and the
experiment. There follows the long fifth chapter on interventions, which includes some
example dialogues and discusses IGP in organisations as well as with individuals. The sixth
chapter draws it all together, and is followed by useful appendices on IGP awareness and
training exercises and on methodological pluralism.
Sonne and Tønnesvang also discuss IGP in relation to other theoretical modalities – for
example, acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) and coherence therapy – and they
effectively identify Gestalt awareness exercises with mindfulness (itself a core component of
ACT and some other modalities). One area not covered in the book is an IGP approach to
dream work, which might be an intriguing area to explore.
An attractive feature of the book is the definition and reflection boxes, which are well
integrated into the text, as are the figures, examples and exercises. Overall, I found this a
well-written and highly coherent and comprehensive account of IGP.
Charles Gordon-Graham is a lecturer, counsellor, psychotherapist, poet and writer
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